
 

Date: Saturday, 12th August 2023 Time: 20:40 hrs 

Subject: STEWARDS DECISION N° 6 Document No: 2.7 

From: The Stewards 

To:  Competitor / co-driver: Fidel CASTILLO RUIZ / Marc SOLA RUIZ - car No.403   

 Entrant: Colegio Mayor Elias Ahuja 

 

The Stewards have received a report from the Clerk of Course who received a written request 
from car No.403 (Report No.3, document 3.18) about an alleged blocking on SS3, summoned 
team No.403, team No.405 and team No.406 and heard the representative of Anube Sports 
(Stella), Mr. Marcos Iglesias. 
 
 
Facts: competitor No.403 requested to investigate SS3 before and after the Neutralisation for 
alleged blocking by competitor No.405. 
 
 
Offence: Alleged breach of Art. 47.3.3 of FIA CCRSR 2023. 
 
 

Decision: No further action. 
 

Reason: The Stewards have heard the driver and co-driver of car No.405. Both drivers stated 
that they have not got any request to overtake from another competitor within the first part of 
Selective Stage 3. After the Neutralisation Zone they got the signal for request and stopped 
immediately to let the car No.406 behind them overtake. The team No.405 was able to show 
a video footage on which no blue flag (due to vehicle to vehicle communication) can be clearly 
seen. Only after No.403 was following, the blue flag was clearly visible and the driver No.405 
stopped immediately to make overtaking possible. 

The representative of Anube Sports, Mr. Marcos Iglesias explained and admitted that the 
system did not proper display the vehicle to vehicle communication in this respected period. 

So the Stewards agreed not to pursue the case further on as the available evidences are not 
sufficient to pursue the case. 

This decision is based on the 2023 FIA International Sporting Code Art.11.9.1., Art.11.9.2.a, 
Art.11.9.3.a and Art.11.9.3.f. 

 

 



 
Competitors are reminded that they have the right to appeal certain decisions of the Stewards, 
in accordance with Article 15 of the 2023 FIA International Sporting Code and Chapter 4 of the 
FIA Judicial and Disciplinary Rules.  

 
 

         
Wilhelm SINGER  Wolfgang GASTORFER Attila VINOCZAI 
FIA Chairman of the Stewards FIA Steward ASN Steward 

 

 
This decision was notified to the Competitior’s officially nominated representative as below: 

 
Name (in block letters)  

 
 

Date  

Position within the 
team 

 
 
 

Time  

 
Published on the Organizer’s Digital Notice Board on 12.08.2023 at  

 


